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Browning Camping Releases New Hawthorne Dome Tent
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – Browning Camping is excited to announce the new 2018 Hawthorne tent series. Offered in
both a four-person and six-person model, the Hawthorne is a traditional dome-style tent which boasts easy
assembly and quality craftsmanship Browning customers have come to expect.
The Hawthorne features a free-standing, two-pole design using shock corded fiberglass poles and easy entry
via two doors with single-zip operation – allowing you to exit or enter without disturbing other campers. The
second door also provides extra ventilation in hot, muggy weather. A full length, waterproof fly offers superior
weather protection and resists UV damage. Each seam of the fly and tent floor are factory sealed to ensure
premium weather protection. The side walls with mesh panels along with zippered windows provide ample
air ventilation. Each tent door is covered with an awning for excellent rain protection. Large door zippers offer
extra durability and smooth operation. Mesh storage pockets and a gear loft are included to keep your gear
organized.
An optional floor saver with webbing loop corner attachment -- available in both four-person and six-person
sizes – can offer even more protection for the tent floor.
The Hawthorne provides campers with no-fuss assembly and quality construction which won’t disappoint. Your
next adventure awaits you with the Hawthorne dome tent.
For more information about the Hawthorne tent series and the full line of products Browning Camping has to
offer, visit www.browningcamping.com.
Browning Camping
Browning Camping takes the Browning motto of "The Best There Is" to heart, producing outdoor and camping
gear of only the highest quality. This ensures that every item we manufacture is worthy of the world-famous
and highly trusted Buckmark. Using only the highest quality fabrics, components and construction techniques,
Browning Camping gear stands above the crowd in terms of quality outdoor products. You'll be hard-pressed
to find a better air pad, tent, sleeping bag or camp chair on the market today. Backed by an industry-leading
lifetime guarantee, Browning Camping gear truly is "The Best There Is."
ALPS Brands is a proud licensee and distributor of Browning Camping.
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